First Year Review for the MFA in the Department of Design  
(Updated Apr 2019)

Date: _______________________

Candidate: _______________________

The Design Graduate Faculty members have reviewed the research and coursework of the candidate above during this the second semester of their graduate enrollment.

The results of the review are as follows:

— Continue in the MFA program

— Delay review for one semester (a rationale must be specified on this form) Deny

— Continuation in the program (on second review).

A delayed review will cause the student to be placed on departmental probation until a subsequent review that must take place during the following semester, at which time departmental probation will be removed or the student will be denied continuation in the program.

Recommendation (use back of form or attach second page if needed):

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Committee member (print & sign): ____________________________

Committee member (print & sign): ____________________________

Candidate's signature: ____________________________

For Office Use Only:

Date Received  __________  Grad Studies Chair’s Approval  ________________________